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UCF is BIG
UCF. Institutional Knowledge Management. Enrollment Statistics. https://ikm.ucf.edu/facts-and-reports/enrollment-
statistics/
…With LOTS of Distance Learners
Distance Learning:
“the course is delivered 
using some form of 
technology when the 
student and instructor 
are separated by time, 
space, or both”
Online Education
www.flbog.edu/.../online/_...online.../2015_11_05%20FINAL_StrategicPlan. pdf
Open Education Resources: It’s the Law
• Florida Textbook Affordability 
Legislation
• Section 1004.085, Florida Statutes, 
Textbook Affordability
• Rule 6A-14.092 Textbook Affordability
• The Florida College System’s Textbook 
Affordability Workgroup Final Report
• Strategies for Reducing Students’ 
Textbook Costs, Minnesota
• OpenStax
• Develop OA textbook alternatives
• Adopt library resources
https://creativecommons.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/free-the-textbook.jpg
Challenges: No Textbooks Policy
• UCF Libraries traditionally 
“no-textbook” policy: 
• 1 copy heavy use and 
susceptible to loss and 
damage
• Short shelf life
• Typically textbook intended 
for individual use
https://www.flickr.com/photos/peskylibrary/352846113
Challenges: Data Barriers
• Difficult obtaining the textbook 
list from the Textbook Center
• Legal barriers due to contacts
• “Ownership” of the list
• “Dirty” Data
• Heavily coded terms
• Inaccuracy
https://www.flickr.com/photos/electropod/3869271590
Methodology: Cleaning Data
• Cleaning the Data
• Parsing info (Excel, Open Refine)
• Accuracy check – verifying ISBNs, 
publishers
• 5,168 unique items after clean 
up from 12,305 rows
• Many items were not books
• Many books were not the sort the 
library would buy
https://www.flickr.com/photos/meme_tn/6878034144
Methodology: Finding Matches
• GOBI selected as the interface for 
identifying records
• Batch search by ISBN by publishers
• Pertain holdings history & formats
• manual check to verify purchase history 
and format
• Include purchasing options and prices for 
future consideration
• Save search results in folders
• Export to Excel
• with the format and DRM info
• 538 titles identified in the Library holdings 
(all formats and purchase models)
GOBI Results
GOBI Purchase History
• Purchasing history to identify ownership and format
Purchased 
and format
Not 
purchased
Mashing the Data
https://www.flickr.com/photos/bionicteaching/2920562020
1. Merged all GOBI export files (Open 
Refine)
2. Matched data in Excel:
• Consolidated Gobi data in one tab(each 
ISSN listed only once)
• Cleaned bookstore data in another tab 
(ISSNs listed once per course section)
• Match by ISSN to pull bookstore info and 
Gobi info into one sheet
3. Summed students per text:
• SUMIFSby course and ISSN to get a total 
students enrolled per textbook
4. Calculated savings:
• Multiply print book price times 
enrollment to calculate potential savings
The Tally
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abacus#/media/File:Houghton_Typ_520.03.736_-_Margarita_philosophica.jpg
• 58 DRM free eBooks found: 
• $4,344 Library spend on the books
• 107 Course sections: 
• 12,671 Enrolled students
• Cambridge
• EBL
• EBSCO eBooks
• Oxford 
• Sage
• Springer eBooks
• T&F EBS
• Wiley
Potential Savings Estimate
Potential savings of about $800,228
• If every enrolled student
• In every section
• Doesn’t buy the print text at list price
• ROI on $4000 spend:
• 2000% per semester textbook is 
assigned
• Estimate 3 semesters lifespan for 
textbooks
https://www.flickr.com/photos/notionscapital/6398184823
Top 10 by Total Usage (BR2) 2015 and 2016
Title Publisher 2015 2016 Total Change
Data Mining: the Textbook   Springer  1,003 65 1,068 -94%
Differential Equations Springer  143 948 1,091 563%
Ceramic Materials  Springer  459 191 650 -58%
What Is English? And Why Should We Care Oxford 297 297 594 0%
Social Determinants Of Health  Oxford 92 429 521 366%
Matter Of Mind Oxford 128 209 337 63%
Physical Hydrodynamics Oxford 297 3 300 -99%
Linear Algebra Done Right  Springer  50 191 241 282%
Applied Multivariate Statistics With R Springer  13 216 229 1562%
Cooperative Control Of Dynamical Sys. Springer  72 121 193 68%
Total 2782 3093 5875 11%
Monthly Total Use for Identified Texts
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Usage of Identified Texts
Primed for Proceeding 
• Fall 2016 data identifies texts with 
high ROI potential
• 50+ non-linear and concurrent user 
ebooks
• Predict that the majority books will be 
reused for Fall 2017
• DRM-free priority, DRM-friendly also 
acceptable (non linear/concurrent)
• Target GEP and courses with largest 
potential ROI
One-time funds available for 
FY2016/17
Outreach and Partnerships
• Subject librarians and 
Instructional designers
• Inform faculty of existing holdings
• Verifying or suggest textbook 
adoption 
• Build stronger network to help 
faculty:
• Identify cost effective textbooks
• Verify DRM friendly for course 
adoption
• Petition the university admin and 
student government for funding 
support for TA
https://pixabay.com/p-1939895/?no_redirect
Develop Data Sources
• Develop way to identify 
eResources embedded in Canvas 
courses
• Negotiate easier access to the 
textbook lists each semester
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Giving_a_gift.jpg
Future Assessments
• Survey students 
• What and how many use the Library 
books in lieu of purchasing?
• How many are aware of the “free” 
version, but decided to purchase print?
• Examine usage 
• More detailed assessment
• Do identified library licensed texts show 
more use than average?
• Do adopted texts show more use than 
unprompted texts?
• Assess impact
• Does outreach increase adoption of 
library licensed book?
• How many textbooks are purchased v. 
used online?
• What cost savings are realized?
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Measurement_unit.jpg
Questions?
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